The paper is devoted to determine the solution of the non-stationary heat equation in a non axial symmetric cylindrical coordinates subject to mixed discontinuous boundary conditions of the second kind and third kinds, with the aid of a finite Fourier transform and dual integral equations method. The solution of the given mixed problem is introduced to a Fredholm integral equation of the second kind.
Introduction
Integral transform method is widely used to solve several problems in heat transfer theory with different coordinate systems for unmixed boundary conditions [1, 8] . In monographs [3] [4] [5] [6] Hankel and Laplace transforms were effectively used to investigate exact solutions for Helmholtz and heat equation subject to mixed boundary conditions of the first,the second and of the third kinds for cylinder. In this paper we propose the solution of three-dimensional nonstationary heat equation in a non axially symmetrical cylindrical coordinates with discontinuous mixed boundary conditions of the second and third kind on the level surface of a semi-infinite solid cylinder. Exact solution of the given mixed boundary value problem is obtained with the use of finite Fourier , Hankel integral transforms separation of variables and based on the application of dual integral equations method.
In this paper we apply a finite Fourier integral transform and then Hankel integral transforms with respect to coordinate variables  and r , moreover, an initial mixed boundary value problem is transformed to a Helmholtz boundary problem in cylindrical coordinates , next ,application of mixed boundary conditions yields new form of a dual integral equation with Bessel function of the first kind of order n as a kernel, weight and unknown functions depend on parameters. The solution of the obtained dual integral equations is introduced to a Fredholm integral equation of the second kind with kernel and free term given in form of improper integrals.
Formulation of the Problem
The main goal in this paper is to solve the non-stationary heat equation for semi-space in cylindrical coordinates with a non-axially symmetry
is the temperature diffusivity coefficient (constant).
The boundary conditions
Subject to mixed discontinuous boundary conditions of the second kind and of the third kind
The initial condition is
Where 0 U is the initial temperature (constant), the known functions , 1, 2 i fi  in (2.3),(2.4) continuous and have the limited variation with respect of each variables r and  ,with respect to r , and periodic with period 2 .
The physical significance of the given mixed boundary value problem formulated such that, find the temperature distribution function T for a semiinfinite cylinder if the inside disk S a heat flux is given according to Fourier low, whereas on the outside disk S a heat exchange obey Newton's low of cooling , on the line of discontinuity rR  no boundary conditions were given.
Solution of the Problem
Use a finite Fourier transform for a function T with respect to  , to the initial boundary value problem (2.1)-(2.5), we have
The inverse Fourier integral transform is given by the formula [6] ,moreover, if ( , ) h p m p  , the above solution is reduced to the solution of the Laplace's' equation with mixed conditions in different engineering and physical applications [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Theory mentioned above of the applications of a integral transforms involving exact solution of the mixed initial boundary value problem can be used widely to solve various mixed boundary problems for a non-stationary heat equation in an infinite or finite cylinder, unsymmetrical cylindrical coordinates for unbounded plate, spherical coordinates and other mixed problems.
Conclusion
Finally the above technique involving application of integral transforms for solving mixed boundary value problems can be used for investigating several homogeneous problems (heat equation, Helmholtz equation and Laplace equation) in different coordinate system and many areas of applications in technical and physical sciences under mixed boundary conditions of the first, the second and of the third kinds. , constants.
The above mixed problem (3.16)-(3.18), introduced to some type of dual integral equations, however no one in the world solve this problem, since the boundary condition (3.18) complicates solution of the given problem furthermore, known methods concerning dual integral equations may be difficult to use.
